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CHAPl'ER I
INTRODUCl' ION
Unfortunately, a child'. responsiveness may be blocked
to even the most dedicated teaching. And to complicate matter.,
teachers often continue to use traditional teaching techniques
with students who fa11 to learn.
There are 8uccessful informal method. which can be
applicable to any age. However, it ~8 important to keep in
mind that a teacher'. conviction. about the value of the tech-
niques that .he employ. are not alway. based on behavioral
objectives. The.e technique. 8imply seem to work because of the
teacher'. enthusiasm, motivation, and dedication.
The teacher must understand the subject matter of
arithmetic and the child as well. 'It i. helpful to know the .
levelllat which t-he 'child ts.ucce••ful and to probe into hi.
arithmetic strengths and weaknesses. Even though a student has
the intellectual ability, hi. failure to gra.p mathematical
-skills i. often due to a lack- of readine •• , ineffectual teaching,
or both. "A cycle of failure become. a psychological block for
all mathematics ...1 In time 8tudents may tune out. Instruction
ahould begin when the atudent feels rea.dy to begin. Student.will
not ·-learn if learning i. forced on them.
lRonald S. -Horowitz, "Teaching Mathematic. to Student.
with Learning Disabl1itiea," Academic Therapy, VI (Fall, 1970). 18.
2The atudent might learn from random and spontaneous
experience.J opportunities for exploring the environment may aid
in the development of intere.t and motivation. Popular game.
and hobbies can be a basi. for in8truction. Games provide high
motivation 1n developing the .tudent's ability to deal with atre•••
-Experience ha. demonstrated that it i. difficult to jUdge which
game. children,can learn to play. However, it should not be
aa.umed that because a child is poor in mathematics, he cannot
learn complicated games. n2
statement of Purpose
The primary purpose of this paper was to emphasize the
use of games a. an approach for teaching mathematics to children
with learning di.abilit1eso
A aecondary purpose was to show that this approach is
especially useful for children who have had negative experiences
with mathematics.
Overview of the Problem
"Games provide opportunities for increased socialization,
which 1. vital to students with learn1ngdisabilltiea•••3 All
children should posse.. a thorough knowledge of the rules and
concept. involved 1n indoor and outdoor games. Th1. information
1. invaluable.
2 Ibid. , p. 19.
3 Ibid. , p. 20.
3Playing games for the aake of recreation i. not the
purpose of an effective curriculum baaed on games. Initially, the
teacher seek. to find any game that the .tudent enjoy. playing,
.0 that the student'. mathematical level 1. determined. 4
Attractive game. to suit individual need. muat be found,
otherwi8e, the student becomes bored. Some students may want to
play games that are not pertinent to the concept. being studied.
However, moat students will attempt the games you have selected
for them 1f they are allowed to play the game of their choice
during a designated period of the day.
Some student. prefer games of chance, not skill. Dice
and some card game. contain many usable mathematical principles.
Cautions The teacher should maintain a balance between games of
skill and games of chance. 5
PThe relationship between the teacher and the student
must take place in a relaxed atmosphere where basic mathematical
concepts are incidentally introduced. If students have encountered
negative experiences-1n mathematics cla••room.,-a free environ-
ment can allow the teacher the opportunity to observe the student'.
thinking process in a relatively free sett1nq.u6
In the final analysis, the pupil-teacher relationship
will determine the 8uce.a. orfa11ure of thi. method of using
games a. an approach for teaching mathematics to 'children with
learning diaabilities•.
4Ibid., p. 23.
S~~.
6Ib1d., p. 20.
4Summary
Arithmetic 1. a school subject that 1. frequently a
problem area for children with.learning disabilities. In place
of traditional teaching technique., the U8e, of games can be
employed as a ba.is for mathematical instruction. This technique
provide. a high degree of motivation among children and it 1.
especially beneficial to those students who have encountered
negative experiences in mathematics. While increasing their .elf-
confidence, the teacher aims for greater academic growth taking
into account the student'. past mathematical knowledge, his
personal experiences, and level of understanding. When student.
do not properly understand basic mathematics, even 8~ple
applications are difficult. It should never be forgotten that 1n
teaching mathematic. to children with special learning problems,
the most ~portant factors are patience and interest in the
individual child'. problema, helping him establish proficiency
in mathematics. 7
'Ruth Euphemia, "Mathematics for the Special Child, ,.
Academic Therapy, VI (Fall, 1970), 15.
CHAPl'ER II
RESFARCH
Under.tanding the Child
It must be remembered that each child i. unique. Before
teaching a child with an arithmetic di.ability, three factors
should be explored in understanding the childa (1) knowledge
of the child'. mathematical strength. and weakne••e.; (2) select
an appropriate learning atmosphere for the learner due Ito hi. past
negative mathematical experiences; and (3) a good pupil-teacher
relationship i. important for succes••
Knowledge of Child'. Mathematical
Strengths and Weakne.ses
Arithmetic 1s a school SUbject that very frequently 1. a
proble~.area for children with learning disabilities. one must
..
remember that in teaching mathematic. to students with learning
probl·em.,~abaa1cunderstanding of the child and hi. mathematical
strength. and weakne.... is of primary importance if remediation
technique. are to be succe.sfully ,employed. Horowitz suggested
that if a student haa the intellectual potential, his failure to
acquire basic mathematical skill. i.often due to a lack of readi-
ne••, ineffectual teaching, or a combination of both. l It 1s the
teacher'. responsibility to diagnose the child'. need. and
remediate those.needs accordingly. Schreiber'. finding.
lRonald 5. Horowitz, ~Teachlng Mathematics to Students
with 'Learning Disabilitie., II Academic TherapY, VI (Fall, 1970), 17.
5
6should alao be qiven .ome consideration I
Diagno8tic data show disability in mathematic. to be
moat often due to problema in vi.ual or aUditory perception
and, at time., to motor dyafunction. Le•• often, it may be
due to a developmental or maturational lag and varying
degrees of emotional disturbance. The causative factor.
rarely appear a. a .ingle phenomenon, but rather .a a
combination of several, overlapping area. of impa1rment. 2
Many of the symptom. that identify children with learning
disab1litiea can be related to arithmetic difficulties. Possible
. disabilities 1n visual and auditory perception and motor dyafunc-
tion must not be ignored. Therefore, to succeed in teaching
mathematic. and to le••en the chance of failure in learning
diaabled children, an understanding of. the child'. need. and
di.abilitie. are foremost. Then effective teaching techniques
can only promote real understanding, develop meaningful skills,
and develop positive attitudes toward mathematics. 3 Greater
achievement result. from an increase 1n interest and greater interest
result. from greater achievement.
In a study u.ing longitudinal data from the Growth Study
begun at Educational Testing Service in 1961, Hilton and Berglund
inve.tiqated sex-typed interests as possible causes of difference
in mathematics achievement between the sexes. Growth in mathemat-
iea achievement was compared with changing interest patterns. At
grade 5 there were no differences 1n achievement but thereafter
the boys pulled ahead, while parallel difference. emerged in the
percentage perceivinq mathematics as interesting and as likely to
be helpful in earning a living.
2Andrew Schreiber. "An Empirical Approach at the Secondary
Level,· Academic Therapy, VI (Fall, 1970), 8.
3David R. Johnson, "The Element of Surprise I An Effective
Cla••room Technique, II Mathematics Teacher, LXVI, (January. 1973), 14.
7Hilton and Berglund indicated there 1s a close relationship
between a student'. perception of mathematic. and hi. performance
1n it. 4 Time and effort invested in building a f1~ foundation
can prevent many of the difficulties that children can experience
a. they try to move on to more advanced and more abstract arlth-
mette process.s.
Select Appropriate Learning Atmosphere
Due to Pa.t Negative Mathematical Experiences
Unless the educational milieu 1s conducive to learning,
the progress of the learning disabled student may be hampered
seriously to the point where he may continue hi. pa.t pattern of
failure. 5 Thus, it 1. pertinent that the teacher .elect an
appropriate learning atmosphere due to the child'. past negative
experiences 1n mathematics. Flowers and Marston investigated
changing the behavioral self-confidence of low self-confident
elementary school students within a cla••room setting. The
procedure involved playing a game which was scored both for number
of response attempts (operationally defined as a measure of self-
confidence) and percentage correct-by each player. The treatment.
varied either the atructurinq of the team. or the rule. under
which the game was played in an effort to increase respon.e
attempts. Significant gain. were found in the conf~dence of low
confident children in the treatment qroup which involved playing
'_ student. only against other low confid~nt players during the
treatment period. Correlations between gains in behavioral
4Thomas L. Hilton and Gosta W. Berglund, aSex Differenc••
in Mathematics Achievement-A Longitudinal study," The Journal of
Educational Research, LXVII,S (January, 1974), 237.
Sschreiber, "An Empirical Approach,u p. 8.
8confidence and the variable. of percentage correct and grad•• were
a1.0 examined. 6 The i.sue of .elf-confidence i. a critical one in
education, e.pecia11y in elementary education.
The relation.hip of adjustment, anxiety, and intelligence
to mathematic. performance was reported by Naylor and Gaudry.
They found that the measure of adjustment was significantly related
to mathematics performance after the effects of anxiety and
intelligence were partialled out. 7 The teacher'. role i. to
provide a learning atmosphere which does not threaten and allow
the student to become anxious. When a student no longer feels
threatened. hi. anxiety 1. reduced, his self-confidence increases,
and learning occurs. "The teacher provides the -psychologically
safe environment that a child needs to function freely and secure-
ly•••The teacher who i. accepting of children'. uniquenes., of
their ideas, opinions and feelings-even when negative-removes fear
and creates faith in succe8s."S The classroom, whether it be
"open," "traditional- or a combination, must provide an atmosphere
whereby a student'. anxiety can be lessened to increase his self-
confidence. Having establi.hed a climate of freedom and safety,
the teacher can then make use of strategies for developing ch11d-
rene. mathematical skills.
6John Flowers and Albert Marston, hModl£ication of Low
Self-confidence 1n Elementary School Children, II The --Journal of
Educational Research, LXVI, 1 (September, 1972), 30.
7 Frank D. Naylor and Eric Gaudry, "The Relation.hip of
Adjustment, Anxiety, and Intelligence to Mathematics Performance,"
The Journal of Educational Research. LXVI, 9 (May-June, 1973), 413.
8sylvia Shapiro, ·Cope-ability through Problem Solving,"
Teacher, November, 1974, p_.42.
9The Pupil-Teacher Relation.hip
1. Important for Succe••
All teachers experience the pleasure of teaching children
who learn quickly and easily. The fruatrat10n and anxiety produced
by children who learn slowly and with great difficulty are a1.0
felt by all teachers. Fru8trat1on, anxiety, depre••1on, and
anger can be replaced by an extra measure of joy and 8atisfaetion
for both the teacher and the child when learning problems are
successfully remed1ated. 9
Humanistic education highlight. the development of aware-
ne.. and sensitivity of the teacher to his own needs and the
needs of individual children. Self-awareness, self-actualization,
and sensitivity to others as persons are prerequisites for good
teaching, but they must be accompanied by a high degree of tech-
nical knowledge and skill or children will not be helped. lO
Remedial teaching must be highly organized. Such
organization result. in an environment which i. structured for
learning. A highly structured environment has been found to -be
helpful in teaching children with learning problems. Such
structure includes classroom rules, routine., and consequences
of behavior related to the rules. In a well-structured classroom
environment, the rules and consequences of behavior are .~ple,
primarily positive, and consistently applied. The structure
creates an atmosphere which is conducive to learning and the devel-
opment of a good teacher-pupil relationship.ll
9Gerald Wallace and James M. Kauffman, Teaching Children
with Learning Problems (Columbus, Ohio I Charles E. Merrill
Publishing Co., 1973 ) , -_p. 2.
lOIbid.
ll.!EM., p. 113.
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"A good teacher-pupil relationship 1. based on mutual
respect and trust. Many children with learning problem. neither
re.pect nor trust teachers. It i. the teacher's reaponsibility
to respect and trust the child in spite of hi. lack of reciprocal
regard. The child will learn respect if theteacher
'
• behavior i.
fair, consistent, and task cen~ered. It i. mi81eading to assume
that to be an effective teacher one must first become a confident
of the child. Lasting confidence grows out of a hi.tory of
predictable interactions. The teacher can develop a sound and
productive relationship with the child in the following way••
1. Demonstrating concern for him aa an individual
teaching to hi. specific needs
2. Remediating hi. learning problems by offering skillful
instruction
3. Making learning enjoyable by exciting hi. interest
and providing rewards for appropriate performance
4. Remaining confident in the child'. ability to learn
s. Being cheerful, pleasant, and fair but firm,
con.istent, and predictable in interaction. with him
A well-structured classroom facilitate. learning and development
of a sound teacher-pupil relationship•••12
The "keyU to a succe8sful educational program for child-
ren with learning disabilities i. the establishment of a person-
alized relation.hip. The activities of the program have value and
must be individualized, but they will be of little value unless
the teaching/learning methods applied engender rapport.
12Ibid., pp. 114-115.
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Some suggestiona for careful consideration area
individualize instruction; use positive reinforcement, have the
child perform the task and as.1st where nec.a.arYI treat the
handicapped child as you would the normal child. vary tasks
according to ability level. a ••1gn grad•• on the basis of ~prove-
ment, use the child'. first name, use demonatration while
explaining. insure that every child i. actively involved in the
learning process J and incorporate the use of all "senses II and
cognition (thinking).13
13New Jersey A••ociation for Children with Learning
Disabilities. Handbook on Learning Disabilities (New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1974), pp.l52-153.
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Provide Basic Instruction for Remediation
Since each student'. problem i. unique, different and
aeparate method. of remediation are usually neces.ary. -At best,
the initial approach 1. on a tr1al~and~error basi., which allow.
for quick reevaluation, adaptation, or change, as the need and
circumstances dietate. ul4 There are many methods and resources
that may be U8ed with positive results in certain given instances.
Variations are possible and ··can be effective 1f the LD teacher
bears in mind the problema that are being dealt with and the
objectives that are being sought. Discouragement, or any thought
of defeat on the part of the teacher, must be fought·at all cost.
For, if a we11-thought-out plan, exactly tailor-made for a
.pecific learning disability, seems to be ineffective, there are
literally dozen. of adaptation., or as many new approaches, which
can and must be tried until the right one for any given child
begin. to work. MIS The use of random experience. and game. can
.be successful alternatives in the remediation of mathematical
deficits in learning disabled children.
Random Experience.
The following i. an example of a random experience:
Thi. le.son provided drill and-brought the student. into closer
contact with the students in their cla••room and with the school
neiqhborhood.
145chrelber, "An Empirical Approach, ,. p. 8.
lSIbid., pp. 10-11.
13
The "math hunt" focused on the many places where math i.
used in our daily lives. . Hampel and Stein explained to the atudent.
that they would be given question. to answer involving math and
that they would m08t likely need to use teamwork-and ingenuity-
to find the answers. The hunt was organized. The team. had an
hour and fifteen minutes to answer as many questions aa they
could on the "hunt sheet. n Most required that the student.
obtain number facts and use these facts in basic math operati~n.J
e.g•• How many benches are in Rittenhouse square?
The math hunt was such a succe.. that it was followed with
a measurement hunt. Objects were chosen in or around the park
and near school. When the time limit was up, discu••ion revealed
that the children discovered for themselves that measuring
devices need to be atandardized if they are to be useful and
practical.
Hampel and .Stein stated that the discoveries made during
the~math activities, coupled with obvious student inter••t and
enjoyment proved that informality, exploration and cooperation make
learning not only a meaningful but also a rewarding experience. 16
on the other hand, if complex perceptual problems exi.t,
specialized procedures to aid in teaching perceptual relation.hip.
may be needed; e.g., Fro8tig material.. The child can be aided
in transferring hi. concrete experiences of the environment to
pictorial and symbolic representation. of such experiences.
\
l6paul Hampel and Bill Stein, "Math Lessons Go OUtside,·
Teacher, January, 1975, p. 88.
14
Through 8uch a proce•• the.e aymbollc material. come to have
meaning and to be related to the more concrete experience••
Such meanlngfulne.. permit. the child to shift back and forth
from symbolic to concrete, from information to respon.e, without
confusion and with no interruption of the problem-solving function.
The information and activities of school cla••room. a.sum. such a
clo•• relationship. Without it, many cla••room presentation.
have little meaning for the learning disabled child and hence little
educational value for him. 17 .
"Encouraging the child to '·talk II in ar1thmat1cal term.
18 of great remedial value. We can ascertain if the child compre-
hends by having him expre.. in his own words the significance
of a number concept or procesa. The Ie.. symbolic the language
that the child employ., the more convincing it i. that he under~
stands the principle. ~f he can .ay that he want. to find out
how many groups of nine jacks (in a row) make (not "are") 18
jacka, rather than use the .expre8sion "g into 18," we can be
reasonably sure that the concept 'of division 1. understood. In
order to work toward automatic responses, reinforcement through
auditory cue. i. al80 desirable. In other words, verbal repetition
of the example and answer 1. ex1;remely important. Some children
show a specific difficulty in auditory recall and will need
.pecial training 1n auditory perception.
As to problem solving in arithmetic, reading ability i.
required, of course, at a certain level but even before adequate
l7Newell C. Kephart, Learning Disability. An
Educational Adventure (Indiana, Kappa Delta Pi Pre••, 1968),
pp. 115-116.
15
reading skills are acquired and for those children who have
.pec1fic reading difficultie., numerical problem. in worda must
be presented. And no matter how elementary or how complex the
problem may be, the child must be taught to analyze the problem
and this requires reasoning ability. But by breaking the problem
down into basic que.tiona which are to be answered by the child,
one by one, and by having him draw illustrations or graphically
represent the problem, one can attain very satisfactory reault •• - l8
Providing random experiences often requires the use of
remedial arithmetic materials. Specific arithmetic material
which i. of tremendou8 remedial significance i. the Mont.ssori
material and Catherine stern's Structural Arithmetic. Catherine
Sternls nonconventional approach to number concepts by measuring
rather than by counting haa all the seeds for helping out ch11d-
ren to grow up with a sound, sure, reliable foundation in number
concepts and processes. l9
Monte••ori offers several ways in which dai"ly life
presents many opportunities in teaching numeration; e.g., the
mother says, "There are two buttons missing from your coat," or
"We need three more plate. at the table."
Another means 1. that of counting with money. The making
of change i. a form of numeration .0 attractive as to hold the
l8Edward C. Frierson and Walter B. Barbe, Educating
Children with Learnin Disabilities. Selected Readin s
New York I Appleton-Century:-:-.crofts, 1967 , pp. 465-466.
19~.
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attention of the child. "No form of 1n.truct1on 1. more practical
than that tendency to make children familiar with the coin. in
common use, and no exerciae 1. more useful than that of making
change. It 1. 80 closely related to daily life that it interest.
all children intensely...20
Dr. Montes.ori l • philosophy nicely summarizes her work
and efforts in teaching illustrating the pertinence of random
experiences in learnings
In writing and arithmetic we have gathered the fruits
of a laboriou8 education which consi.ted in coordinating
the movement. and gaining a first knowledge of the world.
Th1. culture comes a8 a natural conaequence of manl. first
efforts to put himself 1ntointel1igent communication with
the world.
A11 those early acqui8itiona which have brought order
into the childls mind, would be wasted were they not firmly
established by means of wr1ttenlanguaqe and of figures.
Thus established, however, these experiences open up an
unlimited field for future education. What we have done,
therefore, i. to introduce the child to a higher level-the
level of culture-and he will now be able to pass on to a
school, but not the school we know today, where,
irrationally, we ~ry to give culture to minds not yet
p~.epared or educated to receive it.
To pre.e~e the health of their minds, which have been
exercised and not fatigued by the order of the work, our
children mu!i have a new kind of school for the acquisition
of culture.
Problem. in learning arithmetic skills may lie in the
teaching method. The ~portanc. of any teaching method does
not 11e in the organization itself, but in the effect. which
it produces on the child. The child prove. the value of the
method. used by hi••pontaneous manifestation., which aeem to
reveal the laws of manl. inner development. 22
20Maria Montessori, The Montes.ori Method (New York,
Schocken Book., 1964), p. 326.
21Maria Monte••ori, Dr. MOnte••ori's own Handbook
( New York: Schocken Books, 1965), pp. 181-182.
22 Ibid. '
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Moving .tudent. ahead too fa.t may cause frustration and lack
of motivation.
After acquiring the basic concepts of addition, aome
children still have difficulty. The teacher continue. to look
for evidence that her method may be responsible for a child'.
inability to devefop number skill.. In addition to environmental
influence., however, .he should be aware of the hypothesis that
failure to learn mathematical concepts may lie in a faulty neuro-
physioloqical mechanism. 23
Many of the children who posse.. learning problems in
elementary school cla.srooms appear to .uffer from some basic
difficulties. Since so many of the complex activities which are
presented to these children involve basic skills, the child
continue. to meet failure and frustration on every hand. The
beat efforts at teaching often yield discouraging results because
the technique. used to teach require of the child complex
activities that are lmpos.1ble for him a. a result of hi. more'
ba.lc deficiencies. 24
'Kephart feels if these basic deficiencies could be
supplied, they might make it po••ible for him to profit from the
teaching activities which are presented to him and hence to
increase his achievement. More progress might be made with such
children if we went back further in the scale of performance and
a e and Learnin Disorder. of the
Meredith Corporation. 1968 , p. 24.
23T1na E. Banq., Lan
_-..----......._~~--_-..-~-- ............-...--.--_.--.Pre-Academic Child (New York:
24Newell C. Kephart, The Slow Learner in the Classroom
(Ohiol Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1960), p. 32.
18
devoted a portion of the teaching t~e to activities designed to
help him learn these more basic Skills. 25
Horowitz contends that 8ub.tantive learning can occur
within a framework of games. Games provide a high motivational
environment which develops the student's ability to deal with
stress and complexity. strategies in some games will often
.suggest cau8e-effect relationships corresponding to formal mathe-
matics. Experience has demonstrated that 1t 1. difficult to
judge which games children can learn to play. It should not be
a ••umed that because a child 1. poor in mathematica, he cannot
learn complicated games. 26
25Ibid., p. 33.
26Borowltz, -Teaching Mathematics,· pp. 19-20.
19
Games
MIn learning where the atudent is, where the community
1., one com•• upon game. everywhere. People throughout the
world learn through play, practice through play, and relax
through play.
Beginning achool learning with the game. of one'. commu-
nity enable. students to remain in contact with a familiar
world while reaching out to more abatract and generaliZed
i ••ue.. Playing a game can lead to analyzing the game,
to atudy or reaearch embodied 1n the game, to historical
investigations about the origin. of the game, to change the
game, etc. I don't mean to imply that games are the only or
even the central aspect of peopl.·. lives. However, they do 27
provide one good starting place N -The8e are the words of Kohl.
Thi. 1. exactly the point of this entire paper. Games
can be valuable teaching aidal
A procedure for the U8e of games in teaching mathematic.
to learning disabled children .uggests the followinga
1. Ask the student to tell you tho•• games he knows how
to play (e.g., che•• , cribbage, monopoly, bingo, hearts, etc.)
and would be willing to play or item. that he would enjoy being
taught.
2. Explain to the student that in exchange for playing
with him the various games that he selects, you will select other.
for him that you feel might be valuable for him to know.
3. Observe inaccurate and inconsistent applications of
vocabulary meaning- (.ame, part, round, set), relationships
(addition and multiplication, hour and minute), and discriminations
(up, down, moat, least, all, none).
4. Teach the student the games that will most clearly
meet the conceptual difficulti•• and insure opportun1tie. to
transfer concept. in new situations.
27Herbert Kohl, UBeqin Where the Student. Are At••• "
"But Where Are They?", Teacher, December, 1973, p. 36.
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For example, a student might .elect checker. a. one of the
games he would be willing to'play. The teacher would then appro-
priately diagnose thoBe .kill. needed to play checker.. He deter-
mines the followings (1) Dlscrimination.-up and down, front and
back, diagonal and acro••, in front of and behindJ (2) Relationship.-
color of objects, number of objects, and comparing unequal set.,
(3) Abilities-recognize number of elements in a group without
count1nq.28
While playing a game, the educational therapi.t should
determiae the student'. under.tanding of the objectives, he should
a180 be open to other problematic discriminations, vocabulary
meaning.. (TO continue with the example of the game of checkers,
the therapist find. that the student understand. all objectives
except the relationship between diagonal and aero... During
informal conversation, he alao finds that the student doe. not
understand distinctions involving money. The therapist decide. to
teach monopOly and chess in- order to present the discriminations
and relationships needed.) A teacher can be a catalyst to the
29thinking process by providing numerous alternatives for succeeding.
The development of arithmetic .kills, and their application, 1.
a vital component of the child'. education.
28Horowitz, uTeach1nq Mathematics," pp. 19-20.
29Ib1d., p. 23.
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It 1. important that the teacher evaluate the level of
under.tanding and grasp of knowledge which the child ba. of the
game. previously preaented. This evaluation can be accompli.hed
during a formal te.tinq period, or informally, by establishing
a .1tuation in which the child will have to employ the designated
.kill. without complete awareness that the skill 1. being tested. 30
Careful evaluation and planning can provide the basis for the
development of a greater utilization of principles.
The succe••ful special education teacher has to be flexible
and able to adapt to new and difficult situations in order to meet
the varied and changing needs of her pupils. For example, to give
a little lift to after-the-holidays letdown, set up a math corner
in the classroom and f1ll it with enough games to make it seem
like Christmas. Some games suggested by Susan Cruikshank area
(1) seeing Dots: follow-the-dot drawings. They provide painless
practice in number sequencing. Laminate the drawings, and have
the children use greaae pencil in working on them, so th~y can
be erased and used over and over again; (2) Knowing the Score:
Bowling, ring to•• and similar games are ideal ways to reinforce
number facts. Just make each player responsible for keeping hi.
own score, (3) Pattern Play: Prepare a set of carda, each of
which gives just enough of a shape, letter or number pattern to
give the children the gist of the scheme. It'. up to the children
to finish the pattern in proper style. (Laminate the pattern
card., 80 they can be used over again. >31
30Norris G. Haring and Richard L. Sch1efelbusch,
Methods in Special Education (New York: MCGraw-Hill, Inc., 1967), p. 106.
31susan Cruik8bank, liThe Center Path to Math, II
Early Year., January, 1974, pp. 59-60.
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Bentley offer. more suggestions for math gamesl
(1) String Thingl Supply each child with a piece of atring.
Guide the student. to use the string to form triangles, circl••
and other shape.. After they have mastered geometric forms,
challenge them to use the string to form numeralsJ (2) Pyramids I
Scatter numbered paper cups in a variety of colors on the floor.
Then ask one child to pyramid all the green cups, another to
pyramid all the blues, etc. 32
The child with learning disabilities needs to work for
a long period of time with games. However, most children need to
move from play to work. Play has the purpose of familiarity with
the material••0 that they can be used for learning. Persis Joan
Herald cautions the teacher I 'IQuestions must be asked, and prob-
lema set up, or the material. are valueless. And at all times
it is essential for children to talk about what they are doing.
Get them to verbalize, describe, explain.,,33
32William G. Bentley, "Math that Moves," Early Years.
March, 1974, p. 29.
33pers18 Joan Herald, "Helping the Child Who Can It
Do Math," Teacher, March, 1974, p. 89.
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Kohl explored the mathematical .kill. and knowledge that
play role. in people'. everyday lives and began to translate them
into learning experiences that can extend into the clas.room and
then back to the community. His list of different areas of know-
ledge in studying mathematic. i. comprised of the followings
1. Mathematics 1. embodied in everyday life through
the way people locate themselves and others in space•••
2. Mathematics 1. embodied in the way people move around•••
3. Mathematics 18 embodied in the way people locate
themselves and others 1n time•••
4. There i. mathematics involved in each per.on·.
understanding of family relationships.
5. Mathematics 1. involved in sharing.
6. Mathematics is embodied in: accumulating; exchanging,
gambling, making, building, and fixing; dealing with machines;
and curiosity about numbers and relationships as abstractions.
Appropriate games can be found in these areas.
Kohl contend. that the teacher'. main role 1. to help
people discover and take control of their lives while at the same
time opening new po••1bilit1ea. He feels the teacher 1. not ,a
judge of' hi. or her students but rather a worker whose role i.
to serve their needs and broaden their options. The community and
classroom must nurture each other. 34
Math consultants have suggested ideas on how teachers can
get themselves-and their .tudent.~M1ntoHmath. stre••1nq the
importance of a positive attitude on the part of the teacher.
Many consultants recommend the use of manipulative.. (1) A way
children can use toy car. to visualize and practice multiplication
34KOhl • "Begin Where the Students Are At. N pp• 36-37.
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i. recommended by David Koo. of Ginn & CompanYJ (2) Jig-saw
puzzle card. are .imple device. you can make to give the .tudents
individual, self-correcting practice in almost any math concept.
This idea 1. offered by Patricia Cominsky of Holt, Rinehart and
Winston. (3) According to Charlotte Gemmel of Macmillan Publi.h-
ing Company, one way for a teacher to ensure adequate practice
materials to meet each student's need. 1. to make a aerie. of
multipurpose duplicating masters, (4) Trapas.o of Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich likes anything with dice.
The uae of manipulative. i. tied in with the movement to
make math less abstract, more concretez i.e., to relate math to
the children.' lives.
sullivan of Scott, Fore.man and Company suggests using the
children's natural interest in sporta to motivate math work. Average.,
total scores, time, distance, etc., can be computed by each child
for hi. or her favorite team or player in any sport. Sullivan
believes that by r~latin9 math to the child's world, teachers can
do more than individualize-they can personalize.
A final point stressed by the consultants- 1. the importance
of patience in teaching math. Along with patience. of course,
goe. time.
"The proce•• of comprehension must take place over a
period of time. There are many level. of learning which mean.
that at times there will be little comprehension while the ground-
work 1s being laid," says Dutemple. "Don It expect magic. II
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Number game. and card games can be designed to deal with
almost any math concept. Counting on fingers ha. probably been in
exi.tence aa long as counting itself, but .tudents are amazed to
learn they can multiply on their fingers as well. The telev1.ion
game "Concentration" can be adapted to mathematics at almost any
level. Games can be effective teaching technique. emphasizing
ba.ic concept., individualization and subject relevancy in the
studenti
'
livea. 35
A game center can be set up in the cla••room. The math
center could include "Tangrams," "Soma, II "Hexed," "Mirror Cards, II
"Cubic, II "Instant Insanity" and a number of other spatial games and
puzzles. Occasionally a purely "fun" game 18 made available, such
aa "Operation" (an electric buzzer-type game). The students can
learn and have fun at the same t~e.36
OUtdoor games are a1.0 instrumental in teaching mathematics.
Horowitz states that "outdoor games direct-the motion of the body
into the learning of conce~ual skills. Every child who participates
1n fOOCball or kickball makes use of mathematical discriminations
and relationships. Arithmetic has to be learned in order to score
bowling, football, and other games of skill-and why not use theae
abilities 1n'teaching math. H37 Why not?
Try this gaming approach to locating the inner learner.
Everyone-you and your students-will come out winners.
35HTurning on to Math, a Teacher, October, 1974, pp. 24-27.
36Raxanne H.Cramer. liThe Beat Things in School Are Free."
Teacher, February, 1974 p. 47.
37aorowitz. -Teaching Mathematics." p. 23.
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Summary
Many of the aymptom8 that identify children with learning
di8abilit1•• can be related to arithmetic difflcultlea. Dl.turbanc••
in spatial relation.hips, visual perception abnormalities,
per••veration, difficulty with symbols, and cognitive disturbances
all have obvious implications for number learning. It must be
remembered, however, that each child 18 unique and not all children
with an arithmetic disability po••e •• all deficiencie8.
Lerner states, "for .ome children, difficulty with
numerical relationship. ~egln. at an early age. The ability to
count, to understand the one~to-one correspondence, to match, to sort,
and to compare are dependent upon the child'. experiences in
manipulating objects. The child with a short ~ttent1on span, with
poor perception, or with poor motor development may not have had
appropriate experience. with activities of manipulation-experiences
that would prepare him to build understandings of apace, form,
order. t~e, distance, and quantityo·38 Random experiences and/or
game. can be apprf)pr1ate method. to teach mathematics to the
learning disabled.
Lerner further reports that in mo.t .chool. today, the
arithmetic curriculum followlJ a modern mathematics program. "The
modern mathematic. curriculum assumes an hypothesis-testing appreach
to learning. The goal of the -modern math M program i. to help the
child develop an understanding of the basic structure of our number
.ystem_rather than rote performance and rote--learninq -of isolated
skill. and facts. The emphasis 1s on teaching the why, a. well aa
38Janet·w. Lerner, Children with Learning Disabilities
(Boston I Houghton Mifflin Company, 1971), pp. 223-224.
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the how, of arithmetic. The mathematic. program leads pupil. to
knowledge through the proces.ea of discovery and exploration.
the program emphasize. the comprehension, formulation, and practical
application of new concept. and .kill....39
The8e goals appear to be desirable one. for the child with
learning disabilities. However, Lerner proposes the question,
"How does the modern mathematics approach affect children with a
learning disability in numbers and mathematlc.?N She feel. it i.
difficult to answer this question at present because little research
1. available to clarify the issue. Virtually nothing has been
written on remedial methods for teaching the new mathematics. Indeed.
the problems faced by children who have failed after exposure to
the modern mathematics curriculum seem similar to those faced by
40
children who failed in the old mathematics programs.
To complicate the teaching of mathematics to children
with learning disabilities, many of these children have had
negative experiences in mathematics. Kopp1tz says I
It 1. futile to try to teach reading or arithmetic to a
thoroughly negativistic child who hates .chool and teachers
and who i8 totally laCking in motivation for learning. The
youngster's attitude has to be changed first, before he can
even begin to profit from special education. Since the school
baa u8ually contributed to the development of the pupil's
neqative attitude, it i. also the school'. responsibility to
help change that-attitude. Experience with the LD pupils
showed that it sometimes takes many weeks, months, or even
year. to brinq about such a change. The LD program baa to
deal with the whole child-with his feelings and behavior as
well as with his achievement. The public school's maiD ~ob
1. of course to teach and to educate pupils, but part of that
job 1s to work with the children so that they are able to learn
39Ibid. , p. 226.
40Ib1d•
I
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without interfering with their natural rate and wyde of learning
or destroying a child's inborn de.ire to learn. M
The pupil-teacher relationship 1s vitally important for
success. These guidelines may be helpful to the learning disab111t1••
teacher and to the cla••room teachera
1. Deal with the child in a p08itive manner.
2. Deal with the children with consistency.
3. Accept the children as worthwhile individual ••
4. Make sure that the child always completes a task
correctly even if the teacher must help him do 80.
5. Correct the child's work as soon as possible after
completion.
6. Use color extensively.
7. Use manipulative material. extensively.
8 0 Remember that the child needs much help in integrating
learned facts and behavior.
9. Evaluate every bit of work given to each child in light
of his abilities and disabilitieso
10. Remember the child want. and needs to succeed.
11. Provide an environment 1n which the child can gradually
learn to assume more and more responsibility for hi. own behavior.
12. Do not expectmirac1e8 overnight.
42The teacher may wish to refer to these from time tot~e.
In providing basic instruction for remediation, a succeS8-·
ful alternative to traditional teaching "techniques 1. the u.e of
random experiences and games. In teaching number concepts, Freidua
41Elizabeth Munsterberg Koppitz, Children with Learning
Disabilities (New York: Grune and Stratton, Inc., 1971), p. 193.
42Haring and Schiefelbusch, Methods in Special Education,
pp. 204-205.
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.tate. that one needs primarily to recognize that arithmetic 1. a
way of thinking about the quantitative aspects of life, and that
it i. also a language for expressing and dealing with them. The
language of arithmetic 1. used to describe, measure, manipulate,
and record quantitative relationship. and problems. With such
children, understanding of number concepts should be based upon
concrete experience., a principle that i. valid for all children
but more so for children with learning disabilities. 43 In addition,
Myklebus,t feel. that children may need to be taught the language
of arithmetic-the meaning of signs, the arrangement of numbers,
44the sequence of steps for calculation, an~ problem solving.
By ua1ng games to teach mathematics, the teacher provides a learn-
i~g atmosphere that 1. inviting to the child. A few suggested
qame. include: baaeball, bingo, Chinese checkers, concentration,
45
fla8h cards, j~ck.. match game, solitaire, and many more.
43patr1c1a I. Myers and Donald D. Hammill. Methods for
Learning Disorder. (New York, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1969),
p. 109.
44.Ibid., pp. 180-181.
45wilma Jo Bush and Marian Taylor Giles. Aids to Paycho-
lngulstic Teaching (Ohiol Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company,
1969), pp. 298-299.
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Kirk and Kirk contend that remedial programs aim, there-
fore, to stimulate the functioning of those abilities in which the
child i. below par. Even if those abilities cannot be brought up
to average functioning, experience has shown that they can uaually
be improved and the gap can be reduced between them and the child'.
more successful areas which he continues to exercise without
46
special help. However, the main aim of remediation, in contrast
to regular teaching, i. to emphasize the instructional technique.
and content that will ameliorate the disability.47 It is felt
that games can be a successful means of teaching math to students
with-learning disabilities and it is suggested that they be used
by teachers in developing remedial programs for individual children.
46samuel A. Kirk and Winifred D. Kirk. Ps~cholingui8tic
Learning Disabilities (Illinois: University of Illinois Pre••,
1971), p. 122.
47 Ibid., p. 135.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY
The remediation of arithmetic problem. experienced by
children ia an area that has, unfortunately, received relatively
little attention. The remediation of school learning problems
often requires personalized instruction and the use of specialized
materials and techniques. Special teachers, rather than regular
clas.room teachers, have commonly been assigned the task of
remediation. However, many of,the instructional methods employed
by remedial .pecial1sts can be used in the regular classroom.
Furthermore, the principles that apply to the remediation of
academic problems are not limited to the special class.
The remedial teacher must understand the disabilities of
the child she 1. helping before she can devise a program of
remediation. It 1s through this understanding that she can utilize
the feedback she receives from the child to provide the ongoing
diagnosis which i8 80 important in remediation.
Remediation for children with specific learning disabilities
i. not promoted best by routine lesson plans prepared for a broad
spectrum of children. No one method 1s applicable to all children
with learning disabilities.
The remedial teacher'. responsibility 1. to select appro-
priate material. and activities. Remedial teaching requires
31
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understanding the goal to be achieved and finding appropriate
means of attaining it.
A child's learning disability in arithmetic should be
evaluated with reference to underlying deficits in learning processea.
Thus, a teaching program should give prime consideration to such
deficit areas as verbal, spatial, perceptual, or memory factors.
In addition, however, the teaching plan must also consider basic
computational skill. that the child 18 lacking. Theae include
addition, SUbtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, dec1-
mal. and percentages.
Many of the materials for teaching arithmetic concepts
and skills have to be teacher made. However, some commercial
materials are useful. As with all teaching materials, a measure
of caution 18 required in their use. Material. should be considered
to be tools that are useful, when they are appropriate to the
child, his disability, the diagnosis, and the teaching plan. The
..
materials, themselves, should not be permitted ~o direct the
teaching program.
Mathematics 1s all around us, an abstraction made real
by our lives-it is tangible. Learning math and teaching it should
be just as natural. Random experiences and games put children
and teachers at ease with math by focusing on math where math
appears-in our everyday lives. Realistic lesson settings help
children relate to and understand essential skills. "Equally
reali.tic applications help them experience the way that math can
work for them. Mathematics skills and applications are all around
us. Children need to be taught ~~e specific skill. they are lacking-
33
Thi. is not always an easy task, but it can be successfully
accomplished.
Teachers in regular cla.srooms have been led to believe
for too long that remediation falls entirely within the realm of
the spec1a118t. Few classroom teachers have been given the oppor-
tunity to exhibit their remedial teaching competencies. However,
many children with learning problems can and should be handled in
the regular classroom by regular classroom teachers. Remediation
should be a concern of all t,eachers. The difficult aspects of
overcoming learning problems in children are directly related to
the type" of instruction provided for the child. The successful
remedial program is little more than good teaching.
Many future developments1n elementary and special educa-
tion cannot be prediCUed with great accuracy or confidence. It
seems very likely, however, that successful teaching of all children
will continue to depend on creative, personalized instruction by
individual teachers.
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